MORE IDEAS!...

Item No. GP1881
Age Group 7+

Felt Zebra Puppet Pk/12

For more great craft
projects check out
ssww.com!

PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE STARTING

felt zebra
✓ Assorted
pieces
decorative
✓ Assorted
felt pieces
✓ Yarn
✓ Sewing Needle
✓ Tablecloth

Customer Appreciation Special

$

10

OFF

Your Next Order of
only

HS#9505.90.6000
MADE IN CHINA

$

39 .00 or more.

Please mention Offer Code: M2467

Minimum order $39 excludes shipping and taxes. Limit one per order.
May not be combined with other offers or bid or contract pricing.
See current S&S® catalog or Help at ssww.com for Offer Terms and Conditions.
We reserve the right to terminate this offer at any time without notice."

PREP TIME: 5 min

YOU WILL NEED...

Felt Zebra Puppet Pk/12

PROJECT TIME: 30 min

• Scissors

CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-243-9232
or Mail Your Order to: S&S Worldwide
PO Box 513 Colchester, CT 06415-0513
FAX #: 1-800-566-6678
Customer Service: 1-800-937-3482
Internet home page address: http://www.ssww.com
Email address: service @ssww.com
8/07
© Copyright 2002 S&S Worldwide Inc. All rights reserved. No part of this project may be copied or duplicated
without the express written permission of S&S Worldwide.

INSTRUCTIONS

☞

GP1881

Project Instructions:

GP1881

Continue to thread back to front through
the pre-punched holes until you have
completely laced the entire puppet.

1. Lay the felt pieces on your clean covered
work area and identify the two largest
pieces. These are the puppet pieces.

4. Tie a knot at the end of you yarn to secure
the lacing in place. Cut the yarn approx.
1/4 inch away from the knot.

2. Carefully thread the yarn through the
sewing needle. Place both puppet
patterns together and align the prepunched holes. Starting at the base of the
puppet (where a hand would be inserted),
locate the first hole on each piece.
Beginning on the inside of the puppet, at
that first hole, thread the yarn from the
inside out. Tie a knot at the end of the
yard so it does not come all the way
through the felt.

5. Using the decorative felt pieces, choose
your design.
6. Spread glue over each felt piece and
press firmly in place. Continue until you
have reached desired design.
7. Allow to dry completely before using or
displaying your Felt Zebra Puppet.

3. With the patterns together, thread the yard
through both pieces from back to front.
GREAT WORK!

☞

